
photograph A picture produced by a device (like a camera, phone or
tablet).

 

capture Another word for 'taking' a photograph.
 "I captured a photograph of my dog."

 

background The things that are in the back of the photograph - the
furthest away from you and the subject.

 

subject The person or thing that you are taking a photograph of.  

framing How you hold the camera to make sure the subject is in the
right place and the photograph looks good.  

editing Making changes to a photograph to make it look better.  

Careers in media

Nature PhotographerNature Photographer

Taking pictures of
animals and plants in

nature.

I will be able to:I will be able to:
Go through the steps to take a good photograph
Take photographs in landscape and portrait
Frame the subject in the middle of the photograph
Hold the camera steady and focus
Edit my pictures to make them look better

Cr
ea

ting Media

That photographs are pictures of real things
That people who take photographs are called photographers
That it's not okay to take someone's photo if they don't want you to
That portrait means upright
That landscape means sideways

That the subject should be in the middle of the photograph
That I can retake the photo if it didn't come out right
That I can use the flash to make my photo brighter
That I can use editing software to change how my photos look
How to tell if a photo that I see is real or fake

I am going to learn:I am going to learn:
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VocabularyVocabulary

Outcome: 
Take a perfect photograph using all the skills you have learned

Have you taken pictures before?

What device did you use?

How did you make sure the pictures looked good?

 Portrait Landscape



"Photography is like a
magic wand that helps us

capture and keep the
memories of the people,

places, and things we love."

Building Blocks to E-Safety

Useful LinksUseful Links

Pixlr editor

E-Safety Tips
Never take a photo of someone if they
don't want you to

Never send someone a photo of yourself
or someone else without talking to a
parent or trusted adult first

Never edit photos to make someone look
silly without their permission 

Try it at home!

Take five photographs of your
five favourite things

Take photographs of
everyone in your family and
create your own family tree


